Introduction
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is commonly characterized by genetic aberrations, including gene mutations, copy number alterations and gene translocations. 1, 2 In recent years, massively parallel next generation sequencing (NGS) technology has shown great potential in identifying AML-related genetic aberrations. [3] [4] [5] [6] The current 2008 World Health Organization classification system requires genetic information, in addition to clinical, morphological and immunophenotypic findings, for the diagnosis and classification of AML. Several types of AML are now defined by the presence of recurrent chromosomal translocations that result in fusion genes, and two new provisional categories have been proposed based on the prognostic impact of these single gene defects: AML with mutated NPM1 and AML with mutated CEBPA. 7 Proposed, new risk stratification models for AML patients incorporate data from cytogenetic studies and mutational profiling of several critical genes, such as FLT3, NPM1, CEPBA, DNMT3A, IDH1, IDH2, KIT, MLL-PTD, TET2, RUNX1, ASXL1 and TP53. 8, 9 For accurate risk stratification, it is important to analyze the mutations in several genes comprehensively because of complex interactions among different pathways in leukemogenesis. [9] [10] [11] Mutations in some of these genes, such as RAS and FLT3, can currently be targeted with inhibitors, and it will likely be possible to target other genes in the future. Recent literature also suggests that quantitative assessment of gene mutations may be useful to monitor minimal residual disease and predict the risk of relapse.
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Routine molecular diagnostic testing of AML patients is, therefore, indispensable for rational therapeutic decisions and includes mutational screening of several genes, which are either targetable for therapy or useful for prognostication. 12 In a clinical molecular diagnostic laboratory, multigene screening with conventional platforms proves challenging due to the need for relatively large quantities of DNA to assess one gene at a time and the coordination and compilation of the results from several analysis platforms into an integrated report. The massively parallel sequencing ability of NGS technologies has made high throughput and multiplexed sequencing of specific panels of genes or whole exomes/genomes feasible. [13] [14] [15] These technologies are currently being applied extensively to characterize genomic alterations in cancer [16] [17] [18] [19] and are highly relevant for diagnostic purposes as alternatives to first-generation sequencing techniques. 20 However, inclusion of NGS technologies into the diagnostic arena has been delayed due to the lack of adequate guidelines and rigorous validation. Routine molecular testing in acute myeloid leukemia involves screening several genes of therapeutic and prognostic significance for mutations. A comprehensive analysis using single-gene assays requires large amounts of DNA, is cumbersome and timely consolidation of results for clinical reporting is challenging. High throughput, next-generation sequencing platforms widely used in research have not been tested vigorously for clinical application. Here we describe the clinical application of MiSeq, a next-generation sequencing platform to screen mutational hotspots in 54 cancer-related genes including genes relevant in acute myeloid leukemia (NRAS, KRAS, FLT3, NPM1, DNMT3A, IDH1/2, JAK2, KIT and EZH2). We sequenced 63 samples from patients with acute myeloid leukemia/myelodysplastic syndrome using MiSeq and compared the results with those obtained using another next-generation sequencing platform, Ion-Torrent Personal Genome Machine and other conventional testing platforms. MiSeq detected a total of 100 single nucleotide variants and 23 NPM1 insertions that were confirmed by Ion Torrent or conventional platforms, indicating complete concordance. FLT3-internal tandem duplications (n=10) were not detected; however, reanalysis of the MiSeq output by Pindel, an indel detection algorithm, did detect them. Dilution studies of cancer cellline DNA showed that the quantitative accuracy of mutation detection was up to an allelic frequency of 1.5% with a high level of inter-and intra-run assay reproducibility, suggesting potential utility for monitoring response to therapy, clonal heterogeneity and evolution. Examples demonstrating the advantages of MiSeq over conventional platforms for disease monitoring are provided. Easy work-flow, high throughput multiplexing capability, 4-day turnaround time and simultaneous assessment of routinely tested and emerging markers make MiSeq highly applicable for clinical molecular testing in acute myeloid leukemia.
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ABSTRACT
MiSeq is a next-generation sequencer that is well-suited for various targeted sequencing applications and generates genomic sequence information with high accuracy. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] In this study, we used MiSeq and a customized TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel (TSACP) to screen for mutations in 54 cancer-related genes in samples from 63 patients (60 with AML and 3 with myelodysplastic syndrome) in our Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-certified laboratory. We demonstrate the value of this approach, which requires less DNA and provides data for multiple genes simultaneously in an integrated molecular diagnostic laboratory report with a short turnaround time.
Methods

Tumor samples and sequencing platforms
Sixty-three samples (62 bone marrow aspirates and 1 peripheral blood sample) from patients with a diagnosis of AML (n=60) or myelodysplasia (n=3) were assessed using a MiSeq sequencer (illumina Inc, San Diego, CA, USA). DNA was extracted using an Autopure extractor (QIAGEN/Gentra, Valencia, CA, USA) and quantified using a Qubit DNA BR assay kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Of the 63 samples, 52 were selected from the archives of the Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center based on their mutational status ascertained by conventional mutation detection platforms in the laboratory. Forty-four of the archival samples were sequenced using both the MiSeq and an Ion-Torrent Personal Genome Machine (IT-PGM) (Life Technologies). Eleven additional samples were sequenced on the MiSeq instrument in parallel (blind) with routinely used platforms, including Sanger sequencing, pyrosequencing and fragment analysis by capillary electrophoresis, performed as described previously. [28] [29] [30] To confirm mutations detected in regions covered by TSACP but not by preexisting assays in our laboratory (AmpliSeq cancer panel, Sanger or pyro sequencing), 42 new Sanger sequencing assays were also developed.
Customized TruSeq Amplicon Cancer Panel
The TSACP interrogates mutational hotspots in 48 cancer-related genes (listed in the Online Supplementary Methods). The TSACP consists of 212 pairs of probes designed to bind flanking genomic areas of interest. Additionally, seven more probe pairs were designed by illumina on our request and were spiked into the original TSCAP to interrogate mutational hotspots in three additional AML-related genes (DNMT3A, IDH2 and EZH2) and three chronic lymphocytic leukemia-related genes (XPO1, KLHL6 and MYD88). Library preparation and sequencing using MiSeq was performed according to the manufacturer's instruction (details provided in the Online Supplementary Methods).
Validation of the version 2 upgrade on MiSeq
The version 2 (V2) upgrade on MiSeq has changes in sequencing chemistry and imaging to allow sequencing twice as many samples as possible with version 1 (V1). To validate the accuracy and efficiency of the V2 upgrade, we sequenced in parallel 12 archival AML samples (additional to the above mentioned cohort) using MiSeq V1 and the V2 upgrade. To compensate for the higher sequencing capacity of V2, 12 additional samples were included in the sequencing run with V2, which facilitated optimal comparison. 
Variant calling and data analysis
Sequencing using the Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine
Library preparation and sequencing on IT-PGM was performed as described earlier. 34 Details are provided in the Online Supplementary Methods.
Results
MiSeq sequencing run metrics
In 16 different V1 sequencing runs, the average cluster density of sequencing template generated per square millimeter (mm 2 ) in the flow cell ranged from 502,000 to 1,186,000 clusters/mm 2 with a median of 950,000 clusters/mm 2 . The clusters which passed filter or clusters from which sequencing information could be obtained (without signal overlap from surrounding clusters) ranged from 460,000 to 1,065,000 clusters/mm 2 with a median value of 851,950/mm 2 (Online Supplementary Figure S1A ). The total sequencing output for the runs ranged from 1.1 to 2.2 gigabases (Gb) with sequencing quality score > Q30 with a median value of 1.9 Gb (Online Supplementary Figure S1B ). The total sequencing reads obtained from the run ranged from 4,079,435 to 9,570,965, with a median value of 7,424,774. The identified sequencing reads or reads pass filter (with chastity scores of ≥0.6) ranged from 3,716,549 to 8,080,211 reads with a median value of 6,641,052 (Online Supplementary Figure S1C) indicating that 72.4-96.1% of the reads (median, 95.3%) were 'identified reads' or reads that could be identified with the barcode indexes used (Online Supplementary Figure S1D ). The average sequencing depth per base per sample in these runs was 1455X, which indicated adequate sequencing of the samples.
Sensitivity of mutation detection
To measure the mutation detection sensitivity, we sequenced H2122 cell line DNA (with a homozygous KRAS mutation, p.G12C and a heterozygous MET mutation, p.N375S) diluted into HL60 cell line DNA to provide different levels of H2122 DNA, including 100% (undiluted), 25% (1:3 dilution), 10% (1:9 dilution) and 5% (1:19 dilution). Sequencing results from two independent experiments showed efficient detection of these two mutations. The presence of mutations at all dilutions was clearly evident in the aligned sequencing reads for KRAS (p.G12C) ( Figure 1A , upper panel) and MET (p.N375S) ( Figure 1A , lower panel). The concordance between the average variant frequencies detected at different dilution levels and the expected frequencies are shown in Figure 1B , upper and lower panels.
Concordance between MiSeq and Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine results
A high degree of concordance was observed for the 44 tumor samples analyzed in parallel using the MiSeq and IT-PGM sequencers. A total of 110 variants (single nucleotide variations and insertions) were detected by MiSeq, 102 of which were confirmed by IT-PGM. The eight variants not detected by IT-PGM were not covered by the AmpliSeq Cancer panel but were confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Online Supplementary Table S1 ). Several variants listed in this table are potential germ-line polymorphisms (KDR p.Q472H, MET p.N375S, MET p.T1010I and KIT p.M541L). They were also listed in the comparison study (Online Supplementary Table S1 ) as they help in establishing the overall mutation detection accuracy and specificity of MiSeq. A high degree of concordance in variant detection was also observed between MiSeq and Sanger sequencing, pyrosequencing and fragment analysis by capillary electrophoresis. For example, in a representative archival sample a KRAS p.G60V (GGT>GTT) mutation was detected by pyrosequencing ( Figure 2A) and was detected at a variant frequency of 45.6% at a sequencing depth of 3931X by MiSeq ( Figure 2B ). IT-PGM also detected this mutation at a comparable frequency of 39% (3120X) ( Figure 2C ). Similarly, an IDH2 p.R132H (CGT>CAT) ( Figure 3A ) mutation detected in a sample by Sanger sequencing was also detected by MiSeq (42.0%, 3,672X) ( Figure 3B ) and IT-PGM (43.1%, 3,318X) ( Figure 3C ). In a third example, a 4bp insertion (G>GTCTG) detected in exon 12 of NPM1 by fragment analysis coupled to capillary electrophoresis at a frequency of 42.6% ( Figure 4A ) was detected by MiSeq (32.8%, 1,164X) ( Figure 4B ) and also by IT-PGM (26.5%, 2,249X) ( Figure 4C ).
Parallel comparison of mutation detection using MiSeq and routinely used testing platforms
Eleven samples were sequenced using the MiSeq in parallel (blind) with conventional techniques used routinely in our laboratory. In these samples, 14 sequence variants detected by MiSeq were confirmed by Sanger sequencing (n=8), pyrosequencing (n=5) and fragment analysis by capillary electrophoresis (n=1) indicating complete concordance (Online Supplementary Table S2 ).
Detection of insertions by MiSeq
In our archival set of 44 samples, 23 samples had a 4 bp insertion in NPM1 and two samples had FLT3-ITD. The 
Comparison of version 1 and version 2 sequencing on MiSeq
During our study a MiSeq upgrade was introduced with changes in the sequencing chemistry and imaging (referred to as version 2 or V2), which doubles the throughput capacity in comparison with version 1. To validate the upgrade, we sequenced 12 samples using MiSeq V1 and V2 in parallel. To compensate for the higher sequencing capacity of V2 and to facilitate an optimal comparison, we included 12 additional samples in the sequencing run with V2. A comparison of the run metrics showed comparable cluster density and clusters pass filter between the two versions (Online Supplementary Figure  S2A) . A higher sequencing capacity of V2 was evident from the 4.7 Gb sequencing output in comparison with the 2.1 Gb output of V1, whereas the sequencing quality (Q30) remained comparable (Online Supplementary Figure  S2B) . The increased sequencing capacity of V2 was evident in the doubling of the total sequencing reads and reads pass filter with the total overall percentage of reads identified remaining comparable (Online Supplementary Figure S2C , upper panel). Similarly, total reads and average coverage per base per sample remained highly comparable between V1 and V2 (Online Supplementary Figure S2C , lower panel). Furthermore, a high degree of concordance was observed in the sequencing coverage and mutations detected by V1 and V2 (Online Supplementary Table S4) indicating that the V2 upgrade maintained the same efficiency and accuracy as V1.
Sensitivity of mutation detection using version 2 sequencing chemistry
Sensitivity analysis was performed using several sequentially diluted samples of DNA from the cell line DLD1 (harboring 8 heterozygous mutations) into normal control DNA. Across six different sequencing runs each of eight heterozygous (monoallelic) mutations present in DLD1 were successfully detected in four sequential dilutions (50%, 25%, 10% and 5%) with minimal variation in the overall variant frequencies. The lowest detection limit was seen for the IDH1 p.G97D variant detected at a frequency of 1.5% in the 1:19 (5%) diluted DLD1 sample, indicating high detection sensitivity ( Figure 5 ). Online Supplementary Table S5 provides a detailed summary of the dilution studies with H2122 (V1) and DLD1 DNA (V2) with expected and detected variant frequencies of the mutations at each dilution level.
Inter-and intra-run reproducibility
Inter-run reproducibility was assessed by sequencing a 1:9 (10%) dilution of DLD1 DNA in 11 separate multiplexed sequencing runs. The results showed that each of the eight expected mutations was consistently detected in every run with minimal variability in variant frequencies (Online Supplementary Figure S3A) . Intra-run assay reproducibility was assessed by sequencing the 1:9 (10%) DLD1 DNA with 24 different barcode indexes and sequencing them on the same multiplexed sequencing run. Again, each mutation in the 24 samples analyzed was consistently detected with comparable variant frequencies, indicating high inter-assay reproducibility (Online Supplementary Figure S3B) .
Disease monitoring or assessment of minimal residual disease
We evaluated the utility of highly sensitive sequencing on MiSeq in monitoring minimal residual disease using four representative cases with archival samples analyzed and reported in our laboratory by routinely used platforms and subsequently sequenced by MiSeq for this study. For patient 1 (Figure 6A ), we used MiSeq to sequence five consecutive samples taken pre-treatment (day 1) and posttreatment (days 10, 185, 455, and 475) and compared the results with those obtained using conventional test platforms. Initially (day 1) the sample had two mutations, IDH2 p.R140Q and a 4 bp insertion in exon 12 of NPM1, which were detected by Sanger sequencing analysis and fragment analysis, respectively. MiSeq also detected these mutations. In subsequent samples taken 10 and 185 days after treatment, MiSeq detected the IDH2 p.R140Q mutation at allele frequencies of 5.5% and 2.8%, respectively, and the NPM1 mutation at allele frequencies of 6% and 2%, respectively. By contrast, Sanger sequencing did not detect any IDH2 mutation in either the day 10 or day 185 sample and was reported negative, highlighting the greater sensitivity of MiSeq. Capillary electrophoresis did detect the 4 bp insertions in NPM1 in these two samples at frequencies of 13.6% and 10.5%, respectively. In later samples obtained at 455 and 475 days, MiSeq detected a FLT3 point mutation p.D835Y as well as the IDH2 and NPM1 mutations originally detected in the sample, which were also, detected using the routine alternative platforms ( Figure 6A ).
In the second patient ( Figure 6B ), mutations in four genes (NRAS, NPM1, DNMT3A and FLT3) were detected at diagnosis and in the day 35 sample. At 55 and 95 days the NRAS and NPM1 mutations had decreased drastically while the FLT3-ITD and DNMT3A mutations persisted, indicating the presence of distinct clonal populations with different somatic mutations. Furthermore, at 95 days two low frequency FLT3 p.D835 mutations appeared, increasing the total number of mutations to be followed for disease monitoring to six and indicating the need to follow multiple mutations, which can be conveniently achieved on MiSeq.
In the third example ( Figure 6C ), two NRAS mutations (p.G12S and p.G12C) were detected at diagnosis. The p.G12S mutation decreased considerably with treatment indicating that the two mutations occurred in distinct clones. An activating FLT3 kinase domain mutation (p.Y842H) 35 with implications in therapy response was observed at low levels at diagnosis and its allelic frequency increased progressively over time. As this mutation is not routinely tested for in AML, it was not tested by conventional platforms but was identified by virtue of multigene screening on MiSeq.
In the fourth sample ( Figure 6D ), four somatic mutations (IDH2, NRAS, NPM1 and DNMT3A) were detected at the onset of the disease, but only the DNMT3A mutation remained detectable after 33 days.
In these cases, the ability to monitor multiple somatic mutations at high sensitivity using a single platform, MiSeq, highlights the advantages of the NGS platforms which not only help in conserving precious samples but also in improving analyses and clinical reporting workflows.
Discussion
AML is a genetically heterogeneous disease and history has shown that identification of genomic abnormalities enables separation into prognostically meaningful subgroups with therapeutic implications. However, more accurate identification of genetic lesions is needed to improve disease classification, risk stratification and treatment strategies. Comprehensive routine screening using conventional or first-generation sequencing platforms in a clinical molecular diagnostics laboratory is very challenging since it requires large amounts of DNA and is laborintensive, expensive, and logistically difficult in terms of haematologica | 2014; 99(3) Figure 5 . Assay sensitivity of the V2 upgrade. Undiluted (100%) and samples of DLD1 cell line DNA sequentially diluted into normal female control DNA (50%, 25%, 10% and 5%) were sequenced in six different sequencing runs and the ability to detect the eight different heterozygous (monoallelic) mutations present in each dilution was tested. These mutations were successfully detected in every dilution tested in all of the sequencing runs with minimal variation in the variant frequency detected. data integration in real-time. Next-generation technologies are highly advantageous with their decreasing cost, high throughput and multiplexing capacity, thereby facilitating parallel and targeted sequencing of all genes of interest on a routine basis. However, sample preparation, sequencing and variant calling components of NGS technologies need to be validated before they can be applied for routine diagnostic purposes.
In recent years, NGS studies have revealed numerous previously unrecognized or under-recognized molecular changes of therapeutic and prognostic significance. Hence, upfront screening for genetic abnormalities and their subsequent monitoring are essential for optimal management of patients. Here we have rigorously tested the applicability of a NGS-based screen using MiSeq by analyzing both archival samples with known mutations and samples assessed prospectively. For single nucleotide variants, complete concordance was observed between MiSeq and all other sequencing methods including the IT-PGM, another NGS platform. MiSeq also successfully detected all 4 bp insertions in NPM1 in this cohort. MiSeq software, however, could not identify FLT3-ITD. A similar deficiency was also observed for IT-PGM. To detect FLT3-ITD using MiSeq, it was necessary to re-analyze the aligned sequencing data using another program, namely Pindel.
The sequencing results using MiSeq showed a high level of inter-and intra-run reproducibility with consistent detection of mutations. Dilution studies with two cell lines harboring a total of ten mutations across seven chromosomes showed that MiSeq could detect every mutation at each dilution level tested with a variant frequency as low as 1.5%. This high detection sensitivity is advantageous for better monitoring of the efficacy of therapy as evident in one of the examples included in the study in which an IDH2 mutation missed by Sanger sequencing in two longitudinal samples was detected by MiSeq ( Figure  6A ). This mutation recurred at high levels subsequently indicating re-emergence of the same clone. The high detection sensitivity of MiSeq also has the potential to detect new clones at earlier time points than possible with less sensitive conventional mutation detection methods. Furthermore, the high throughput capacity of MiSeq 
(missed by Sanger analysis) allows for the screening of multiple genes over the course of therapy thereby maximizing the chances of detecting any other emergent clone that would be missed using classical single-gene screening approaches.
A summary of all somatic mutations detected by MiSeq in our study is provided in Online Supplementary Figure S4 . It is interesting to note that 23% of the mutations were found in genes which are not routinely tested in AML but are important emerging markers with implications in disease outcome. For instance, JAK2 p.V617F mutations have been found to occur at low levels in AML with an aberrant karyotype, being more prevalent in AML patients with a preceding myeloproliferative neoplasm, 36 and are associated with aggressive disease and recurrence. 37 Similarly, mutations in PTPN11, which encodes a non-receptor tyrosine phosphatase SHP-2, occur at low levels in a subset of AML in both adults and children. 38, 39 Furthermore, loss of one copy of the TP53 gene and mutation of the other has been reported in 78% of AML patients with a complex karyotype, 40 whereas the prevalence in AML cases with a normal karyotype is very low (~2%). 41 It is also noteworthy that two cases in our study harbored the FLT3 Y842H mutation, which is implicated in resistance to targeted therapy but is not yet routinely tested for in AML. Three of the genes added to the TSACP (XPO1, KLHL6 and MYD88) are genes which have been found to be mutated in chronic lymphocytic leukemia; however it is of interest to note that application of this test for routine screening of 875 cases of AML/myelodysplastic syndrome in our laboratory identified three mutations in XPO1 (p. E571K) and KLHL6 (p. A93G and p.A9G), indicating that these mutations also occur in AML/myelodysplastic syndrome, albeit at lower frequencies. On the whole, the above mentioned examples demonstrate the advantages of higher sensitivity and simultaneous screening of multiple genes by NGS in identifying clonal heterogeneity and additional genomic aberrations in markers not routinely screened for in AML.
It was not feasible to test the mutation detection ability of this assay for each of the 54 genes because of the lack of positive samples from patients or cell lines. However, in our set of 63 AML/myelodysplastic syndrome samples, 100 single nucleotide variants and 33 insertions were detected by this platform and confirmed by alternate platforms (IT-PGM, capillary electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing) indicating complete concordance and high specificity of mutation detection. We also detected a total of 73 somatic mutations in seven genes routinely tested in AML/myelodysplastic syndrome (Online Supplementary  Figure S4) . Furthermore, we established the overall performance of the test (specificity, sensitivity and reproducibility) for routine clinical use. Our experience has shown that the average sample preparation using TSACP takes less than 9 h (including library preparation, concentration normalization, sample multiplexing and loading on MiSeq), with only 4 h of hands-on time and provides high multiplexing capacity of up to 12 samples (V1) or 24 samples (V2) per run. All subsequent sequencing and analysis steps involving cluster generation, sequencing, base-calling, sequence alignment and variant calling are performed on board and take 28 h (27 h for sequencing and 1 h for analysis) making MiSeq a very self-sufficient sequencer. An average turnaround time of 72 h, starting from DNA extraction to completion of sequencing, can be achieved if batching of samples is not required and is very desirable in medium and high-volume laboratories to offset costs. Furthermore, the convenience and efficiency of screening several routinely tested and AML-associated genes using only 250 ng of DNA and reporting the data simultaneously in a single clinical report enable efficient use of patients' samples and resources in a molecular diagnostic laboratory. On the whole the overall simplicity of sample preparation, the self-sufficiency of the MiSeq sequencer and the associated high specificity, sensitivity and accuracy make it a highly applicable next-generation sequencer for routine mutation screening of AML samples in a clinical molecular diagnostics laboratory. 
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